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Abstract
Automatic gender classification has become a topic of great interest to the visual computing research community in recent
times. This is due to the fact that computer-based automatic gender recognition has multiple applications including, but not
limited to, face perception, age, ethnicity, identity analysis, video surveillance and smart human computer interaction. In this
paper, we discuss a machine learning approach for efficient identification of gender purely from the dynamics of a person’s
smile. Thus, we show that the complex dynamics of a smile on someone’s face bear much relation to the person’s gender.
To do this, we first formulate a computational framework that captures the dynamic characteristics of a smile. Our dynamic
framework measures changes in the face during a smile using a set of spatial features on the overall face, the area of the
mouth, the geometric flow around prominent parts of the face and a set of intrinsic features based on the dynamic geometry
of the face. This enables us to extract 210 distinct dynamic smile parameters which form as the contributing features for
machine learning. For machine classification, we have utilised both the Support Vector Machine and the k-Nearest Neighbour
algorithms. To verify the accuracy of our approach, we have tested our algorithms on two databases, namely the CK+ and the
MUG, consisting of a total of 109 subjects. As a result, using the k-NN algorithm, along with tenfold cross validation, for
example, we achieve an accurate gender classification rate of over 85%. Hence, through the methodology we present here,
we establish proof of the existence of strong indicators of gender dimorphism, purely in the dynamics of a person’s smile.
Keywords Smile dynamics · Gender recognition · Machine learning · k-Nearest neighbour
1 Introduction
It is often said that the face is a window to the soul. Bearing a
metaphor of this nature in mind, one might find it intriguing
to understand, if any, how the physical, behavioural as well
as emotional characteristics of a person could be decoded
from the face itself. With the increasing deductive power
of machine learning techniques, it is becoming plausible to
address such questions through the development of appro-
priate computational frameworks.
Computational frameworks for human face analysis have
recently found their way into great many application areas.
These include computer vision, psychology, biometrics,
security and even healthcare. The appealing, and the practical,
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nature of such face analysis techniques, are highlighted by the
wealth of information it can provide in a non-invasive man-
ner. Unsurprisingly, such applications have already found
their way into furnishing useful telltale signs of an indi-
vidual’s health status, identity, beauty and behaviour, all of
which can be enhanced by the non-invasive information that
leaks directly from the face, e.g. [1,12,27].
Additionally, computer-based analysis of the human face
can provide strong and useful cues for personal attributes
such as age, ethnicity and more appropriately gender, in the
present context. Gender classification, in this sense, can, for
example, aid as an advantageous biometric feature in order
to improve the accuracy of determining an identity, espe-
cially in the presence of limited information on a subject.
Recent research into gender classification has faced challeng-
ing hurdles, mainly due to the reliance of static data in the
form of facial images. There are many inherent issues when
looking for gender clues in appearance-based facial anal-
ysis. These include variability of lighting conditions, pose
and occlusions. In this regard, in this work, we departed from
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such appearance-based analysis of facial images. Instead, we
consider the analysis of the dynamic face, in particular, the
dynamics of the smile, for clues of gender. This allows us
to address the very intriguing question of whether a person’s
sexual dimorphism is encoded in the dynamics of the smile
itself.
Hence, this paper is concerned with the identification of
gender from the dynamic behaviour of the face. Equally
importantly, we seek to answer the crucial question of
whether gender is encoded in the dynamics of a person’s
smile. The case for such a computer-based investigation is
fuelled by an array of cognitive physiological studies show-
ing evidence of gender variances in facial expressions, e.g.
[17,22,29]. We specifically focus on studying the smile as it
is considered to be a rich, complex and sophisticated facial
expression, formed through the synergistic action of emo-
tions. According to Ekman [15], there are 18 different types
of smile, each of them corresponds to a specific situation and
reflects a different type of emotion. Moreover, various studies
show that there are differences in smiles between males and
females, i.e. females tend to bear more expressive smiles than
males. Furthermore, recent research indicates that females
express emotions more accurately in both spontaneous and
posed situations, e.g. [7,8].
Based on the findings from such psychological studies,
we examine the intensity and the duration of a smile in the
hope of finding a distinction between the two sexes. Hence,
in this paper, we present an algorithm to measure gender
solely based on the dynamics of the smile without resorting to
appearance-based image analysis techniques. The dynamic
framework we have developed for smile analysis has four
key components. They are the spatial dynamics of the face
based on geometric distances across the entire face, dynamic
triangular areas of the mouth, the geometric flow across key
areas of the face and statistically inspired intrinsic features
which further analyse the spatial and area parameters. These
purely dynamic features are then fed to a machine learning
routine for classification, resulting in an algorithm for gender
recognition.
This paper is structured as follows. In Sect. 2, we dis-
cuss some of the related work on gender classification from
two different viewpoints, i,e. psychological and computa-
tional standpoints. In that Section, we specifically highlight
the distinctiveness of our work in this area. Section 3 presents
our proposed framework for identifying the 210 unique
dynamic parameters for analysis of a smile. In Sect. 4, we
then explain how we have utilised the computational frame-
work we have developed to undertake analysis of smiles
for gender classification. We then provide details of results
we have obtained, and finally in Sect. 5, we conclude this
paper.
2 Related work
In this Section, we discuss recent advances in face analysis
for both smiles and gender classification. Research in these
areas appears to be dominantly arising from psychological
studies as well as computer aided analysis of both static and
dynamic digital images.
In many psychological experiments, the use of facial elec-
tromyographic (EMG) is common, especially for studies
relating to the analysis of the face. EMG is a diagnostic
technique used for recording facial muscle activity by plac-
ing electrodes on the face [31]. Much work on face analysis
have been undertaken using EMG. These include the study
of facial reactions to auditory stimuli, gender differences in
facial reactions to facial expressions and facial and emotional
reactions to both genuine and induced smiles, e.g. [14,30].
For example, in [13], it is reported that, based on the
facial EMG activity, happy faces evoked increased zygomatic
activity and the effects were more pronounced for females.
Similarly, a number of other psychological studies show that
females on average bear more expressive smiles. In fact, it has
been documented that females smile more often than males
in a variety of social contexts, e.g. [7,10].
From a computational viewpoint, gender classification
based on the analysis of the face can be divided into three
main categories, namely geometric, appearance and methods
comprising of a hybrid between geometric and appearance
models. All these methods rely on some form of a technique
for extracting features from facial images.
The geometric model relies on the spatial geometry
derived from a set of facial landmarks for extracting the
relevant facial features. These often include physical mea-
surements such as the size of eyebrows, eyes, nose and the
mouth. Furthermore, in the dynamic case, this model relies
on measures based on the movement of the landmarks. For
example, the work presented in [18] relies on the use of geo-
metric features obtained from standard Canny edge detection.
The result is a global feature set consisting of the inter ocular
distance, the distance between the lips and the nose tip as
well as the distance between the nose tip and the line joining
the two eyes. The resulting classification was rather simple
and was based on threshold values of Euclidean measures. In
[19], a slightly more sophisticated model based on principle
component analysis (PCA) was utilised while the classifica-
tion was again based on Euclidean measures. It is claimed that
they achieve an impressive gender recognition rate of 94%
simply based on the geometric measures on still images.
The appearance model can also be referred to as template
matching or using an exemplar of the object. Appearance
models imply that objects look different under changes in
lighting, colour, direction and can be at different scales.
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Furthermore, it describes the texture of the facial features.
The work presented in [21,26] utilises the Gabor function
to extract the relevant texture from which facial features are
derived. The Gabor function uses a set of wavelets with spe-
cific orientations and directions in order to represent a given
texture. It is computationally intensive and so hardly appli-
cable for real-time applications. A trick often employed to
speed up the computations is to use PCA or local binary
pattern (LBP) to minimise the number of features extracted.
More sophisticated methods such as the use of convolutional
neural networks for appearance-based gender recognition
from facial images are also increasingly becoming popular,
e.g. [5].
The hybrid model which takes advantage of both the
appearance and geometric parameters uses a variety of tech-
niques. The work presented in [33] makes use of a hybrid
model consisting of active appearance model (AAM) and
Haar wavelets for gender classification from faces. In their
model, a total of 3403 geometric distances were chosen from
which 10 significant features were extracted. They are then
fed to an SVM classifier. The work described in [28] utilises
case-based reasoning (CBR) whereby 8 geometric distances
across the face along with 6 different facial feature ratios
were used to train a hybrid of k-NN and Linear discriminant
analysis (LDA) classifier. In [25], the use of discrete cosine
transform (DCT) and LBP algorithms as appearance mod-
els and geometric distance features are described. Similarly,
the work described in [24] divides the face into regions of
interest to apply PCA and utilise SVM for classification.
It is entirely appropriate for us to place the work presented
in this paper in the category of geometric models. However,
the distinct difference between our work and the rest is that
we concentrate purely on the dynamic facial features and
more specifically the dynamics arising from the smile. The
closest to our work in the present literature is the interesting
piece of research in the area recently presented in [11] in
which the use of smile for gender classification has been
discussed. Their framework makes use of 49 facial landmarks
produced by the cascade of linear regression, and they track
them using sparse optical flow, which is used to measure
27 geometric distances across the face. For classification,
they have used a pattern classifier on labelled data with an
SVM. At a superficial level, it might appear that this work
is rather similar to ours, though upon closer examination
one would uncover distinct differences in that they have in
fact utilised an appearance-based model along with smile
dynamics to enhance the gender classification. On the other
hand, as highlighted earlier, in our work, we resort to the
pure dynamic features of the smile, and hence, we present
an analysis framework to solely process the dynamics of the
face for gender identification.
3 A computational framework for smile
dynamics
It has been hypothesised and evidenced by various psycho-
logical experiments that there exist differences in smiles
between the two genders. To verify this computationally and
at the same time to develop a tool for gender classification
solely based on the smiles, we propose a framework which
can track the dynamic variations in the face from neutral to
the peak of a smile. Our framework is based upon four key
components. They are (1) the spatial features which are based
on dynamic geometric distances on the overall face, (2) the
changes that occur in the area of the mouth, (3) the geomet-
ric flow around prominent parts of the face and (4) a set of
intrinsic features based on the dynamic geometry of the face.
Note, all of the dynamic features described here are intuitive
extensions of the relevant physical experimentations and are
based on the reported literature on facial emotions, especially
on the dynamics of the smile, eg. [8,10].
Figure 1 presents a block diagram showing the key com-
ponents of our framework for the analysis of the dynamics
Fig. 1 Block diagram showing the key components of the computational framework for automatic analysis of smile dynamics
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Fig. 2 Automatic landmark detection. a An example input face, b landmarks detected using the CHEHRA model
of a smile. The first step in our framework is to detect and
track the face within a given video sequence. To do this, we
have used a well-known Viola-Jones algorithm. It is based
on Haar feature selection to create an integral image through
the use of Adaboost training and cascade classifiers [32]. The
ability of this algorithm to robustly detect faces under differ-
ent lighting conditions is well established, and we have also
demonstrated this in previous work [2].
The next step in our proposed framework involves auto-
matic detection and tracking of a stable set of landmarks
on the dynamic face. Automated Landmark detection is
done using the CHEHRA model [6]. The algorithm has
been trained to detect facial landmarks using in-the-wild
datasets under various illumination, facial expressions and
head poses. It is based on cascade linear regression for
discriminative face alignment. This is done by applying
Incremental Parallel Cascade of Linear Regression (iPar-
CLR) method. The tests we have carried using the CHEHRA
model appear to be acceptable though we noticed it is likely
to suffer when it comes to real-time applications. The algo-
rithm has been utilised to detect 49 landmarks on the face,
marked as P1 . . . P49 as shown in Fig. 2b for the face shown
in Fig. 2a. Note, in addition to the 49 landmarks which
CHEHRA detects, we also include the centres of the eyes as
two additional landmark points, as shown in Fig. 2b, marked
as P50 and P51.
3.1 Dynamics of the spatial parameters
Based on some of the positions of the 49 landmarks we obtain
through the CHEHRA model, we identify 6 dynamic geomet-
Table 1 Description of the geometric distances from which dynamic
spatial parameters are derived
Distance Description Landmarks
d1 Mouth corners P32 to P38
d2 Upper and lower lip P45 to P48
d3 Mouth to nose (left corners) P32 to P27
d4 Mouth to nose (right corners) P38 to P31
d5 Mouth to eye (left corners) P32 to P11
d6 Mouth to eye (right corners) P38 to P20
ric Euclidean distances across the face which are utilised to
compute our dynamic spatial parameters. Further details of
these spatial parameters are given in Table 1. The general
form of a given spatial parameter is,
δdi = diNi +
t∑
n=1
di
Ni
− din
Nin
, (1)
where t is the total number of video frames corresponding to
each 110 th increment of the total time T for the smile, from
neutral to the peak. Here Ni is the length of the nose, for a
given video frame, computed as the distance between P23 and
P26. Thus, by dividing the spatial parameters by the length
of the nose Ni , we normalise these parameters to the given
dynamic facial image. It is noteworthy to point out that for a
given smile, from neutral to the peak, we divide the time it
takes into ten partitions and therefore for each of the di we
have 10 times di parameters which are fed to the machine
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Fig. 3 Variation in the dynamic spatial parameters δdi across the 10 partitions of time, for a typical smile, from neutral to the peak
Fig. 4 Description of triangular mouth areas used to form the dynamic
area parameters on the mouth
learning. Hence, in our dynamic smile framework, we have
a total of 60 dynamic spatial parameters.
Figure 3 shows the variation of δdi across the 10 time
partitions for a typical smile. As can be observed, there is
a variation in each parameter as the smile proceeds from
neutral to its peak.
3.2 Dynamic area parameters on themouth
The second set of dynamic parameters concern the mouth.
Here we compute the changes in the area of 22 triangular
regions that occupy the total area of the mouth. This is shown
in Fig. 4. Again these areas are computed using the corre-
sponding landmarks obtained from the CHEHRA model. The
general form of how the changes in the mouth area are com-
puted is described as,
iarea =
22∑
n=1
i
Ni , (2)
and,
δi =
t∑
n=1
iarea, (3)
where t is the total number of video frames corresponding to
each 110 th increment of the total time T for the smile, from
neutral to the peak. Here Ni is the invariant triangle area
determined by the landmarks defining the outer corners of the
eyes and the tip of the nose, namely P11,P20 and P26. Again
we divide the total time of the smile, from neutral to peak,
into ten partitions, and therefore we obtain 10 parameters
from the δi , though time, which are fed to the machine
learning. Thus, in our dynamic smile framework, we have a
total of 10 parameters which capture dynamics of the mouth.
For the purpose of illustration, in Fig. 5 we show the distri-
bution of areas of the triangular regions, i , across a typical
smile.
3.3 Dynamic geometric flow parameters
The third component of our framework for smile dynamics is
the computation of flow around the face during a smile. More
specifically, we compute the flow around the mouth, cheeks
and around the eyes. To do this, we have utilised the dense
optical flow developed by Farnebäck [16]. It is a two-frame
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Fig. 5 Variation in the dynamic area parameters i on the mouth, across the 10 partitions of time, for a typical smile, from neutral to the peak
Table 2 Description of how the optical flow parameters around the face
are derived
Optical flow Description Landmarks/regions
δ f1 Mouth Landmarks P32 to P49
δ f2 Left eye f6, f7, f8, f9
δ f3 Right eye f1, f2, f3, f4
δ f4 Left cheek f10
δ f5 Right cheek f5
motion estimation algorithm in which quadratic polynomials
are used to approximate the motion between two subsequent
frames in order to approximate motion of neighbourhood
pixels for both the frames. Using this algorithm, we are able
to estimate the successive displacement of each of the land-
marks during the smile.
Table 2 shows how the various landmarks and regions of
the face are utilised to compute the optical flows around the
face. The relevant facial regions and landmarks are given in
Figs. 2b and 6 respectively. We also show the variations in
the dynamic optical flows, δ fi , around the face for a typical
smile in Fig. 7.
Note, the geometric flow, δ fi , for each of the regions is
normalised upon computation by means of the corresponding
flow around the invariant triangle area of the face determined
by the landmarks defining the outer corners of the eyes and
the tip of the nose, namely P11,P20 and P26. Again, each of
the geometric flow parameters δ fi is computed across the 10
time interval through which the smile is measured, resulting
Fig. 6 Regions of the face identified for dynamic optical flow compu-
tation
in a total of 50 dynamic geometric flow parameters which
are then fed to machine learning.
3.4 Intrinsic dynamic parameters
In addition to the spatial parameters, the area parameters and
geometric flow parameters, we compute a family of intrinsic
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Fig. 7 Variations in the dynamic optical flows δ f1 around the face, for a typical smile, from neutral to the peak
dynamic parameters on the face to further enhance the anal-
ysis of the dynamics of the smile. These intrinsic parameters
are mainly based on the computation of the variations in the
slopes and the growth rates of various features across the
face. We identify these features as s1, s2, s3 and s4, details of
which we describe as follows.
The first parameter family in this category relates to the
computation of the overall slope variation around the mouth
during a smile. To compute this, we use,
s1i = N
∑N
n=1 Pix Piy −
∑N
n=1 Pix
∑N
n=1 Piy
∑N
n=1 P2i x −
(∑N
n=1 Pix
)2 , (4)
where N is the number of video frames comprising the whole
smile, from neutral to the peak, Pix and Piy are the Cartesian
coordinate equivalents in the image space corresponding to
the landmark point Pi . Hence, a total of 12 parameters are
identified for the variations in slopes around mouth corre-
sponding to the mouth landmarks P32 to P43.
The second family of parameters, s2, in this category cor-
responds to the growth rates across smile corresponding to
the spatial parameters as well as area parameters on the
mouth. The growth rates arising from the spatial parameters
are defined as,
s2i(spatial) =
N∑
n=1
δdti − δdt+1i
δdti
, (5)
and for the area parameters on the mouth are,
s2i(area) =
N∑
n=1
ti − t+1i
ti
, (6)
where N is identified as the total number of frames in the
video sequence of the smile while t to t + 1 defines two suc-
cessive video frames. In addition to the growth rates s2i(area),
for each of the 22 triangular regions of the mouth, we also
compute the total growth rate for the mouth, by using Eq. (6)
along with the 22 triangular mouth area information. This
means we have a total of 6 + 22 + 1 = 29 parameters of
dynamic intrinsic type s2.
The third family of parameters, s3, in this category we have
identified is for both spatial parameters across the face and
area parameters in the mouth. These are defined as compound
growth rates given as,
s3i(spatial) =
(
δdneutrali
δdpeaki
)1/N
− 1, (7)
and,
s3i(area) =
(
neutrali
peaki
)1/N
− 1, (8)
where N , like previously, is the total number of frames in
the video sequence of the smile. The compound growth rate
is measured simply using the neutral and peak of the smile.
Again, like previously, in addition to the compound growth
rates s3i(area) we also compute the compound growth for the
entire mouth by means of the utilising the total area of the
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Table 3 Parameter description
for the computational
framework for smile dynamics
Parameter Description Number of
parameters
δdi Spatial—involving 6 geometric distances across the face 60
δi Mouth area—derived from the total area for the 22 parts of the mouth 10
δ fi Geometric flow around the mouth, eyes and cheeks 50
s1i Slope measurements around mouth landmarks P32 to P43 12
s2i Growth rates of the spatial parameters and mouth areas 29
s3i Compound growth rates of the spatial parameters and mouth areas 29
s4i Gradient orientations for the mouth corners and the mouth area 20
mouth. This implies that we obtain a total of 29 parameters
of dynamic intrinsic type s3 too.
For the final family of parameters, s4, in this category, we
compute the gradient orientation of the mouth based on the
two mouth corner landmarks P32 and P38 which provides us
with a line m passing δd1 at the neutral and the peak of the
smile. We then use,
s4i =
T∑
t=1
δdt1 − mt , (9)
to compute the rate of deviation of the mouth corners against
the gradient m over the 10 time partitions where T is the
total time from neutral to the peak of the smile. Similarly, we
compute the gradient orientation of the mouth area based on
the combined 22 triangular areas of the mouth between the
neutral frame and the peak of the smile.
These parameters provide us with a sense of the smooth-
ness of the smile and forms an additional 10 + 10 = 20
parameters for machine learning.
Table 3 provides a summary and brief description of
various parameters associated with our computational frame-
work for smile dynamics.
4 Experiments
Once an appropriate framework for the analysis of the
dynamics of the similes, as described above, is in place, we
carried out a series of experiments to further analyse the pat-
tern of smile and more importantly to look for clues of gender
in the smile. For this purpose, we utilised two well-known
datasets to carry out an initial set of experiments. We then
utilised the same datasets to extract the parameters described
in Table 3 and fed them to machine learning routines.
4.1 Datasets
We tested our approach on two main datasets namely, the
CK+ [23] and the MUG [4] datasets. The CK+ dataset has a
total of 83 subjects, consisting of 56 females and 27 males.
The smile of each of the subjects went from the neutral
expression to the peak of the smile. On the other hand, the
MUG dataset contains a total of 26 subjects, consisting of
13 females and 13 males. The smile of each subject, in this
case, went from the neutral expression through to the peak
and finally returning to the neutral. Since our framework has
been developed to analyse smiles from neutral to the peak,
we modified the MUG dataset so as it only contained the rel-
evant parts of the smile for each subject. In addition to this,
for each smile, we also ensured that within the two datasets
there contained an equal number of video frames. Thus, a
total of 109 unique subjects were available to us for training
and testing.
4.2 Initial experiments
Here we report an initial set of interesting experiments that
we undertook to further understand the dynamics of smiles
and to seek for clues of gender in smiles.
In our first experiment, we tried a rather brute force
approach to identify the areas of the face that contain most
information of the smile that relates to the gender. Figure 8
shows some results based on the changes in the areas of the
mouth region for 54 subjects (27 females and 27 males) in the
CK+ database for the peak of the smile. As can be observed,
there appears to be no significant difference between genders
when one considers this simple form of analysis.
Next, we considered a computation relating to the prod-
uct value for the areas for the upper lip and lower lip using
the δi given in Equation (2) throughout the smile expres-
sion. This was done by multiplying each feature value for
the changes in the mouth areas from a given video frame by
the corresponding values from the next frame, in order to
obtain the product of the features (POF) through the smile
expression, i.e.
POFi =
N∑
t=1
tit+1i , (10)
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Fig. 8 Variations in the area of the mouth at the peak of the smile for 54 subjects in CK+ database
Fig. 9 Average POF plots for the 54 subjects in the CK+ dataset
where N is the number of video frames containing the smile
expression from neutral to the peak.
Analysis of the POF data gave us some clues for gender
difference between the smiles. Thus, by taking the average
of each attribute, for both the genders, Fig. 9 shows the POF
for the females and the males in the CK+ dataset and Fig. 10
shows the corresponding POF plots for the subjects in the
MUG dataset. As can be inferred, from the average POF
results shown in Figs. 9 and 10, there appears to be a distin-
guishable difference in the smile of the males and females in
terms of the POF computations.
Furthermore, from a first glance at these results, one might
infer that males have a more intense smile than females
which directly conflicts with the various psychological stud-
ies. However, that is indeed not the case. In fact, we note that
in this experiment we computed the POF for each triangular
features whose values are always less than 1. Additionally,
for normalisation, we divided the POF values with the invari-
ant area of the eyes-nose triangle. The result is a very small
number, less than 1. Since the product of smaller num-
bers is smaller too, the POF values for females are smaller
than that for males. Hence, it indeed confirms the smiles
of females expand more through time in comparison to
males.
Though rather simple, using the above approach, we were
able to classify the data, through the median POF value com-
puted from the mouth triangular attributes. This lends us a
60% correct classification for gender. That, however, is just
slightly above chance and hence would not be considered
an acceptable method of classification. We then used all the
features described in our computational framework for smile
dynamics (Sect. 3) to train and test a machine learning clas-
sifier.
With this knowledge, we constructed a suitable machine
learning approach for classification. Following the procedure
described in the block diagram shown in Fig. 1, the following
algorithmic form further elaborates the computational frame-
work we have developed for the automatic analysis of smile
dynamics.
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Fig. 10 Average POF plots for the 26 subjects in the MUG dataset
Algorithm 1 Gender from the dynamics of a smile.
M j = Matrix of features in the smile
Ni = Sequence of video frames in the smile
Hk = Matrix of computed features from each video frame
while k = Ni do
Detect the face
Detect the landmarks, Pk
Compute mouth areas, k
Compute geometric distances, dk
Compute geometric flows, fk
Populate Hk
k=k+1
end while
Compute spatial parameter values, Hk → δd j
Compute area parameter values, Hk → δ j
Compute flow parameter values, Hk → δ f j
Compute intrinsic parameter values, s1, s2, s3 and s4
Form data clusters M j → Dn , n = 10
Apply classifier to Dn
Output gender
4.3 Classification usingmachine learning
For our machine learning based classification, we have
utilised two well-known classification algorithms namely, the
support vector machine (SVM) and the k-nearest neighbour
(KNN).
First, we tried to use PCA as a pre-step before applying
SVM. The results indicated this approach yields a very low
classification rate. This is probably due to the fact that PCA
reduces the number of features, while at the same time elim-
inating some distinguishing features. Second, we used SVM
on its own, without the PCA. We had a mild improvement in
the classification rate of 69%.
Finally, we used the k-NN algorithm which is a nonpara-
metric method used for classification and regression [3]. The
Table 4 Results using the k-NN classification
CK+ MUG
k-NN distance Correlation Cosine
k value 3 14
Classification 78% 86%
output of k-NN algorithm is a class relationship. The object
can be assigned a class by k nearest neighbours where k is
a positive integer. We utilised all the 210 features described
in Table 3 to train our classifier. Additionally, we used a ten-
fold cross validation scheme to validate our k-NN classifier.
The results were tested on several distance functions namely,
Euclidean, Cosine, Minkowsky and Correlation. In Table 4,
we report the best results we have obtained using the k-NN
classifier.
5 Conclusions
This paper is concerned with the identification of gender
from the dynamic behaviour of the face. In this sense, we
wanted to answer the crucial question of whether gender is
encoded in the dynamics of a person’s smile. To do this,
we have developed a computational framework which can
analyse the dynamic variations of the face from the neutral
pose to the peak of the smile. Our framework is based upon
four key components. They are the spatial features which are
based on dynamic geometric distances on the overall face,
the changes that occur in the area of the mouth, the geometric
flow around some of the prominent parts of the face and a set
of intrinsic features based on the dynamic geometry of the
face. This dynamic framework enables us to compute 210
unique features which can then be fed to a k-NN classifier
for gender recognition.
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We ran our experiments on a total of 109 subjects (69
females and 40 males) from two datasets, namely the CK+
and the MUG datasets. Firstly, our results do agree with that
of various psychological studies, indicating that females are
more expressive in their smiles. For example, this became
evident to us by simply looking at the changes in the lip
area during a smile in which the lip area of female subjects
expands more in comparison with the male subjects. Further,
and more importantly, using machine learning approaches,
we can also classify gender from smiles. In particular, by
means of the standard k-NN algorithm, we are able to obtain a
classification rate of up to 86%, purely based on the dynamics
of smiles.
We understand from the presently available literature that
some of the recent work carried in gender classification can
achieve over 90% recognition rates using hybrid models with
a combination of geometric and appearance features which
are both static and dynamic. This is particularly clear from
the work presented in [11]. It is, however, noteworthy that
our work is geared to study the gender classification rates
purely based on the dynamics of a smile. In fact, some of
the results reported in [11] indicate that using their chosen
dynamic smile features they obtain a classification rate of
60%, whereas using the smile dynamics framework we have
proposed, we are able to obtain a higher gender classification
rate of over 75%. There is also an added advantage of using
the dynamic features, as opposed to static images, for gender
identification since it presents with the opportunity to infer
gender from certain parts of the face such as the mouth and
the eyes areas.
Going forward into the future, there are a number of direc-
tions in which this work can be further taken forward. It
will be useful to see if it would be possible to enhance the
classification rates using other correlation and sophisticated
statistical analysis techniques. In this paper, we have only
used simple machine classification techniques such as SVM
and K -NN, since our prime aim here was to demonstrate the
power of smile dynamics in gender identification. We believe
the utilisation of sophisticated machine learning techniques
will further improve the results. We also believe this will be
the case if novel machine learning techniques such as con-
volutional neutral networks based deep learning (eg. [9,20])
can be adopted to the problem at hand. However, having said
that, we must also highlight the fact that such sophisticated
machine learning techniques usually require sufficient and
significant training data which, as far as smiles are concerned,
are scarce at present.
In addition to this, the results could be further tested and
validated on other datasets. One deficiency of this present
study is that we did not look deeply into the gender vari-
ation between posed and spontaneous smiles. We believe
our framework has merit in providing much room for such
detailed analysis to seek gender differences between the two
types of smiles. Additionally, aside from the expression of
a smile, other basic emotional attributes such as surprise,
fear, anger and disgust can be studied in detail to look for
cues to enhance gender recognition from facial expressions
in general. We believe the framework we have presented
in this paper can easily be adapted to undertake such stud-
ies.
Open Access This article is distributed under the terms of the Creative
Commons Attribution 4.0 International License (http://creativecomm
ons.org/licenses/by/4.0/), which permits unrestricted use, distribution,
and reproduction in any medium, provided you give appropriate credit
to the original author(s) and the source, provide a link to the Creative
Commons license, and indicate if changes were made.
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